The problem of real-time image geo-referencing is encountered in all vision based cognitive systems. In this paper we present a model-image feedback approach to this problem and show how it can be applied to image exploitation from Unmanned Arial Vehicle (UAV) vision systems. By calculating reference images from a known terrain database, using a novel ray trace algorithm, we are able to eliminate foreshortening, elevation, and lighting distortions, introduce registration aids and reduce the geo-referencing problem to a linear transformation search over the two dimensional image space. A method for shadow calculation that maintains real-time performance is also presented.
INTRODUCTION
The ability to rapidly and inexpensively register measured images to known databases is critical to insuring correlation between the results from live, virtual, and constructive simulations, data fusion, target tracking, and battlefield command and control systems. Registration is generally the first function required in all Augmented Reality systems. In this paper we describe a technique for geo-registering images from oblique aerial photos and other nontraditional data sources encountered in military environments. This technique uses a feedback loop to calculate terrain data parameters from differences between actual sensor imagery and synthetic imagery of replicated terrain created by an image generator. This model-image feedback and differencing approach generates a reference image using a fast ray trace algorithm that works directly from a multilayer GIS database. The technique is especially well suited for updating knowledge of battlefield situations from reconnaissance and remotely piloted vehicle sensors. It also holds promise for automation and real-time data reduction of battlefield sensor feeds and improved now-time situational awareness.
The major advantage of the feedback approach is that variable effects such as terrain shadows, foreshortening and local vegetation height can be eliminated on the image generation side of the processing loop instead of on the difficult image recognition side. This analysis-by-synthesis approach is advantageous as image generation is more tractable. The paper concentrates on the use of shadows to enhance registration but also proposes the more general precalculation of terrain registration aids as one of the GIS database layers. These aids, for example smooth gray shade ramps to highly reflective ground control points, are then available for rapid gradient correction motions that speed up registration.
IMAGE FEEDBACK ALGORITHM
The model-image feedback algorithm is summarized as follows. [1] From knowledge stored in the database, which includes terrain background and movable content, the system calculates the expected sensor view including atmospheric and background interactions such as occultation or shadowing. The calculated sensor view is then compared with the actual image measurement received from the sensor. The model parameters (the image sensor's pose) are adjusted in a feedback loop to optimize the fit between measured and calculated signatures. A series of rendering, atmospheric correction, and sensor characteristic look-up tables are used to minimize calculations and achieve feedback loop rates above 30fps. This allows both operator input and automated tools to converge on the minimum difference between calculated and measured images. This minimum difference point between measured and expected signatures then defines the best state of knowledge from which decisions can be made, including the geo-registration parameters, vegetation state and shadows. The Model-Image Feedback Algorithm has been implemented in a combination of automated and manual operations in a software package called Perspective View Nascent Technologies (PVNT) [2] . The system was originally developed to support smart weapons substitution in force-on-force tests by generating metrically accurate images which are then used to stimulate smart weapons sensors with near real time field information. Its use as a data base generator grew out of the need to utilize high resolution 1 meter terrain in highly oblique angle environments often encountered by sensors employed in such weapon systems. The PVNT system has been employed as an Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) mission control and image exploitation system to perform target location and visual tracking. A screen capture of the PVNT system in the UAV support role is shown in figure 2. The center of Figure 2 shows a map view along with the ground print outlines of a flying UAV video. This view is used for global orientation and to insert flight and camera control commands that are sent to a flying UAV. On the left side of the screen capture are three instantaneous images. These are from top to bottom a calculated view, a difference view, and a measured view transmitted from the UAV. Visual comparison between the calculated and measured view shows an Sshaped road and similar tree patterns. The difference view uses a red, yellow, and green scale to show the difference between the calculated and measured gray shades. Yellow is the central neutral color when the two images match. Perfect match in both geometry and radiometric content would show up as a completely yellow difference image. Here, uncorrected differences in the illumination between the calculated and measured images can be seen along tree patterns and to a lesser extent at roads and trails. A closer examination of the tree pattern differences would indicate that much of the difference is due shadowing in between the trees and this effect is not taken into account in this example. Figure 3 shows a more dramatic example of the shadow effect between measured and calculated images. The video transmitted from a UAV shows a road segment upon which a potential target vehicle is located. The objective was to detect and geo-locate the vehicle. However, the actual target (see pointer in the measured image, left in Fig. 3 ) is a small, dark spot not on the road but instead off to the upper right side. The visible feature is in fact not the vehicle but rather its shadow. This shadow shows up as a dark red spot on the difference image (middle) as it is not in the calculated reference image (right). Further examination shows that many of the dark areas in the measured image are shadows. measured difference calculated Many objects on the terrain such as trees blend in almost completely with the grass background. The main distinguishing feature is their shadows. The same is true of the road. The road in the measured and calculated image cancel each other out in the accurately registered difference picture. Nevertheless, a dark curvy streak appears in the difference picture that corresponds to the dark line on the upper side of the road on the field-measured image. This is due target shadow to the fact that the road is raised with respect to the terrain by just under a meter. This, however, was sufficient to cast a shadow outlining the northern edge of the road. Since shadows are often the dominant visual feature they must be accounted for if visual scene matching is to be used for image geo-registration and accurate database updating at the high resolution tactical level. In addition, lighting and environmental effects clearly change the gray-level contrast and the overall look of a scene. Such effects often cause automated pattern matching routines to fail and can even present operators with difficulties in manual scene matching tasks. The model-image feedback algorithm presented here addresses such difficulties by placing the correction into the calculated scene which, though quite difficult, is much easier than to attempt to eliminate such effects from the measured image.
Database Update Algorithm

The Importance of Shadow and Environmental Effects in Reference Images
PVNT currently allows shadow and environmental corrections as shown in the two comparison images in Fig. 4 above. The left image shows no shadows. The right image shows shadows cast by the raised trees. To improve automatic image recognition between live and virtual data calculated reference images must be as realistic as possible. Shadows form a large part of terrain signatures and must be taken into account to improve for automatic operation. Software utilizing the shadow feature in PVNT is available.
The importance of Local Feature Height Parameters
The real time calculation of shadows is accomplished in PVNT by utilizing a dedicated layer in the terrain database. This layer stores the result of an offline shadow calculation. Since the sun moves relatively slowly, this shadow calculation can be executed in a background-processing mode approximately once per hour, sufficient to maintain registration with changes in natural illumination conditions. One critical requirement for performing shadow calculations is to know the height of local features such as trees, houses, and rocks.
Fig 5 exemplifies the requirement for local feature height, showing an oblique view captured from a UAV video camera (left) along with a view calculated based on the telemetry sent from the UAV using a database without tree elevations (right). After image registration the difference view shows large errors between the two images due primarily to the lack of tree heights.
No Shadow
Shadow and Haze Effects The flat tree outline is closely registered to the corresponding dark shadow cast under the tree cluster in the lower right of the picture. Thus the image is registered not where the trees are seen from the perspective of the UAV but rather where the trees are located when their visual features are projected onto the ground from a vertical view. Since vertical views are typically gathered in aerial survey and satellite imagery databases without local feature elevations, such phenomena are typically encountered in most large area databases. Yet without local feature heights, the shadows can not be calculated.
To overcome this difficulty databases must either be extracted from multiple oblique photos or estimated from top down imagery gathered from conventional sources. Since multiple oblique images are generally not available, PVNT contains several tools to generate local elevations and to store the result as a local vegetation height parameter in one of the layers of its database. The method uses a density slice technique to identify ground features such as trees by their crown signatures. These are measured and compared with tree models selected by the operator. Height parameters are then estimated by fitting a tree model to the crown footprint. For example, pines are narrow and tall as compared with the round oaks found in the images from Central California used above. Thus, tree height using an oak model is much lower and the shape rounder than with a pine model.
Building accurate databases is an ongoing and iterative process. Typically only satellite or aerial survey images are available at a specific site. These along with DTED elevations can be used to initialize the terrain to a very coarse level of accuracy. As UAV flights are made and local imagery becomes available, PVNT tools and procedures can be employed to improve the accuracy of both gray shade and elevation measurements. The database may first be improved by estimating the location of trees encountered in a region, in turn improving shadow and feature heights used for scene matching. As the database improves, the match between calculated and measured images can be expected to improve, as well, in turn easing the job of updating the database, measuring target locations, and of performing general mapping operations. Image registration is critical to the performance. An inaccurate or immature database requires this operation to be done by hand. As the database improves, automated techniques become more and more effective. The next section describes techniques employed to enhance the accuracy of geo-registration through scene matching with special emphasis on the shadow effects.
IMAGE REGISTRATION
The central problem encountered in image geo-registration is to estimate the camera pose (location and orientation) from which a specific picture was taken and secondarily to calculate the real world location of the features showing up in the picture. The model-feedback algorithm discussed in the last section uses a notional camera to calculate a reference image in the perspective of the incoming field measurement image. Since this calculation uses a database in which all the features are known to a certain degree of accuracy, the real-world x,y,z location of each pixel in the measured image is known once the calculated image has been registered with it. Hence, feature location is a byproduct of the algorithm. It should be pointed out that x,y,z parameters are only one category of information that can be assigned to a pixel. Any GIS layer of information stored in the database can be utilized so that true augmented reality applications can be implemented. Assuming such a database is available, the difficult image registration problem for geo-registration can be simplified and will now be discussed in more detail.
Image Registration Geometry
The geometry encountered in image registration from typical UAV or low flying aircraft applications is shown in Fig. 6 . The actual picture obtained from the camera differs from the calculated one because telemetry data sent from the UAV contains errors in the external camera parameters (pose). We use UTM coordinates easting (e), nothing(n), ASL altitude(a), orientation parameters defined in figure 6 heading(h), pitch (p), roll (r), and a rectangular zoom angle (z) to define the image. For our application, the location of the camera at the time a picture was snapped is obtained with a GPS device which is typically accurate to within 10 meters. The elevation and slant ranges of geometries encountered are typically over 100 meters so that position errors can be compensated by angular adjustments. Hence we do not need to calculate the actual camera parameters but instead assume the telemetry report for the camera location and zoom are accurate (e,n,a,z), and only three orientation parameters p,h.r, need to be calculated. Hence, only two tie points must be identified in the measured and calculated figure to estimate these parameters. The zoom angle is usually known. However, since we need a minimum of 2 tie points and therefore get 4 parameters (two (x,y) coordinates) and the fact that digitization and cropping in the data stream is often not accurately reflected in the telemetry stream we include zoom in the list of adjustable parameters.
It should also be pointed out that the registration process in the model-image feedback approach is not equal to a standard affine transformation [4] conceived as sliding two photographs over each other. In our approach the reference image is recalculated hence angular and foreshortening corrections are constantly applied. The position error in the center of the photo can always be reduced to the error in the reference database. If we use the zoom adjustment to reduce the edge error in the direction of the GPS error (GPSe) by 50% then the worst case edge error is given by e =~ GPSe *.5* tan2(z/2), (1) This evaluates to 1.6 meters for a GPS error of 10 meters at a slant range of 100meters and a zoom angle of 60 degrees. Since this is on the order of magnitude of the 1 meter resolution databases and feature recognition errors we encounter in UAV ISR missions the two-point registration approximation described below can be applied. 
Two Point Registration
The procedure for registration using two points can be algorithmically defined as a two step process that can best be explained graphically in Fig. 7 . Here, the left image is the measured image with two features designated as a circle and a square. The right drawing represents a calculated image that shows the same two features in a different position while the dotted line shows where the measured features would show up in the calculated view. If we now chose the circular pair and move the first feature to the second by use of a simple angular adjustment of the pitch and heading parameters we would get a image (figure 7c) in which the first features overlap but the second feature and most of the rest of the image still do not match. We have shown the thin line outline of the recalculated image outside the box defining the solid line measured image only to emphasize the relationship. In our implementation, the model-image feedback approach recalculates the image so that the frame stays put and only the content features move. The final step requires the motion of the second feature to coincide. This requires a rotation (r) and scale (z) adjustment as well as an additional adjustment of the heading (h) and pitch (p) parameter in order to rotate the notional camera view around a line from the camera center through the first feature. Since both the first feature and the camera location are now known in a UTM reference frame, the required parameter changes can be calculated and only one image regeneration is required.
Because general oblique images encountered in UAV image registration applications is projected from a three dimensional world , when heading, pitch, and roll of the camera are varied the change in the location of the points are not linear. Therefore, one must calculate the external camera parameters using the methods of aero-triangulation. A manual method for performing this calculation is implemented in PVNT using a point and click method to "slide" the first and second point into coincidence where, however, the slide is performed by a full scene recalculation at the mouse move rate. 
Manual Registration Procedure
The two-point registration algorithm requires the identification of at least two points that represent identical features in the two images. The real-time identification of identical features in two separate images is the subject of much investigation [3] and although much progress has been made, the general capability allowing operation in general terrain environment encountered in military scenarios does not exist. Therefore, all operational systems should allow for human-in-the-loop operation and manual overrides that permit intervening when automated routines fail. The design philosophy employed in building the PVNT Mission Control and Image Exploitation system is first to build the manual capability, demonstrate its military effectiveness, and then proceed with automation. Toward this end the PVNT provides a mouse input feature on the difference window that allows a click and drag capability to implement the two point registration algorithm described in the previous section. Figure 8 shows a screen shot of the manual feature at work. Two images from a scene at Ft. hunter Liggett California which differ by an angular orientation from approximately the same geographic location are show in the lower corners. The difference view is the work area in the background. Pull down menus on the difference window allow the operator to choose the registration mode and the parameters that should be allowed to vary. For two point registration the four parameters h,p,r and z are checked. Then the constraint mode is checked. The operator right clicks on a feature recognized in the difference window and drags the feature to the identical feature from the measured image. Dragging the mouse causes the calculated view to be automatically regenerated and the image appears to move one over the other. The mouse click is released and the first point registration is completed. The next click identifies the second point to be registered and now while holding the mouse down the move regenerates a new picture with the constraint that the first point does not move. Releasing the mouse leaves two registered points which guarantees the rest of the image is registered and the calculated views in window one and measured views in window three can now be visually compared and queried for geo-registered database information.
Automated Image Feature Recognition
Automation of image registration in an uncontrolled field environment is difficult because the reference images and actual measured images differ.
[4] The procedure we have been exploring involves the pre-calculation of features that can be easily identified using a density slice filter and storing the resultant in a terrain database layer that can be available at run time for use in image registration.
Registration of Radiometrically Identical Images
The result of a simple pixel differencing search algorithm operating on two radiometrically identical images over McMillan Field at Camp Roberts California are shown in figure 9 . [ o as well as the final difference image is shown on the far left. Given the 256x256 pixel resolution of the images this may be considered perfect registration. The search algorithm works as follows. Each iteration the two images are subtracted and the difference stored. One of the camera parameters is then incremented until the difference increases. Then a new parameter is varied. The process continues until all camera parameter variations lead to increases. The success of the algorithm is image dependent and is subject to convergence to false minima. This error increases as the angular difference between images increases but a 20 o pull in rate is typical. Though the algorithm works well under these assumptions and can be used for image mosaic applications, the assumption of radiometric identity is generally violated for measured versus reference imagery. The two image sensors are entirely different, often involving high-altitude reference imagery from many months ago and much lower-flying UAVs, producing radiometric differences including lighting, shadows, data base errors, dirt, obscurants and transmission errors, distorting the two images so that no radiometric match at the registration point can be expected. To reduce the error and maintain convergence speed several techniques have been investigated. [4] 
Density Mask Calculation
The first approach is to reduce the number of features and radiometric difference between by searching for the highest and lowest brightness in the scene and assigning all other pixels a neutral gray shade. An example of a density slice mask over the Camp Roberts test area is shown in figure 10.
Measured
Measured Feature Mask Calculated Feature Mask Calculated Fig. 10 Image density slice feature mask for low and high brightness features operated on IMG00186_tnt09-2.bmp and on the reference image calculated from UAV telemetry In the left image a mask is generated for the blackest and whitest features in the image using 0-11 and 37-63 shades of gray. While on the reference image on the right uses 0-24 and 50-63 to produce nearly similar masks that can be registered. Masking eliminates radiometric differences. The measured video image on the left has substantially less contrast and is darker than the reference image on the right. Masking can eliminate these differences however it requires knowledge of the density slice limits. Though we believe these limits can be automatically found by specifying the percent of pixels falling in the highest and lowest color bins the selection of these parameter limits requires a perceptive judgment currently performed by a human operator using an interface shown in figure 11 . Here the two masks are shown with a gray shade histogram on the upper right and a mask difference picture on the lower left. The background is a map of the region providing geometric location information. The requirement to perform a perceptive judgment for each picture would eliminate any possibility of automation if it were not possible to conduct this operation off-line during database construction. Though time consuming a human operator can examine the database at leisure and extract the best mask for an area. This mask is then stored in one of the layers and does not need to be generated on the fly. During execution the reference perspective is generated and the number of pixels in the bright and dark bins counted. These values are then used to determine the mask limits for the measured image. This reduced the number of masking operations in the real time stream to one and leaves the registration task to the simple task of registering a scene of masked blobs.
The difference minima search algorithm applied to the measured and calculated image masks produce a mask pattern shown in figure 12a and a corresponding gray shade difference pattern shown in figure 12b. Since there is no absolute orientation for the measured image we cannot compare our calculated result with anything to determine errors however qualitative examination of the difference image shows that though fairly closely registered on the road feature substantial errors exist around the tree blobs in the lower part of the picture. Examination of the gray shade pictures in Fig. 12 Result of mask registration showing differences due to shadow effects Figure 10 shows the shadow cast by the tree features. This is most dramatically seen by the tree casting a shadow over the road in the upper right hand corner of the measured image. a) mask difference a) gray shade difference
Shadow Calculation
Correcting for shadows in the measured images requires the solution to a difficult pattern recognition problem. Our approach is to correct the reference image so as to generate as close to real reference image as possible and avoid such recognition problems in the real time processing stream. The generation of shadows requires two operations. First the database must contain the geometries of the objects that cast the shadows and second the impact point of light rays from the sun position must be calculated. In PVNT local feature geometries are generated using a semi-automated modeling technique which measures features such a building and tree outlines from aerial or satellite photo graphic sources and then produces the best three dimensional model that fits these measurements. These operations in the PVNT software have been described previously. [5] The sun calculation is currently performed by placing a camera at a far distant point above the terrain at the appropriate sun angle and performing a ray cast operation. Where the rays hit we mark the database as illuminated.
A perspective view of the reference image generated after the shadow calculation was performed is shown in figure 13a . This should be compared with the calculated reference image in figure 10 . Note the shadow crossing the road in the upper right hand corner is now added. By re-masking and performing the registration calculation we get a mask difference picture shown in figure 13b . Qualitative examination of the masked difference image shows an improvement in the registration overlap because the tree features with shadows more closely resemble the tree features in the measured image. Note the line in the upper part of both pictures is due to a seam error in the elevation parameters which cast a small shadow artifact and would require an elevation correction in the database to eliminate. Shadows can be calculated for a region in an off-line program and stored in the PVNT terrain database as a shadow mask. This mask is specific for the time of day and must be regenerated as the sun moves. However the error in sun-angle is small compared with flight and processing time frames and a sun shadow calculation performed every hour is adequate for most applications.
Our automatic image registration approach calculates the pixel difference over the whole image and then moves the image , recalculates the pixel difference image and continues to do so until a minimum is found. This approach requires the images to be of the same field of view and the same perspective and the same content so that a comparison is made between similar scenes. This is handled by real time calculation of the reference images, from the same perspective as the sensor, in the same wave length, and with the same local geometries and shadowing. Secondly it requires the two images to be radio-metrically identical. This is handled by masking so that the detailed pixel value differences are washed out by taking the high and low end of the radiometric spectra. Lastly it requires a mechanism to avoid false minima that are easily encountered in complex uncontrolled environments. False minima are partially avoided by masking which reduces the number of significant comparison pixels and eliminates small local minima. The problem still remains and is usually addressed by random seed points that catapult the search out of a local minimum. These algorithms are not only costly but do not provide a gradient to guide the image movement toward the actual minima sought. To address this problem we are experimenting with a smoothing calculation that introduces intensity ramps into a b the masks and guides the subsequent iterations to the minima smoothly. The ability to utilize such ramps is made possible in the model-feedback approach because we regenerate the reference image during each minimum comparison iteration and because we can store the search aids in layers of the database much as we store the shading information in layers of the database so no additional run time overhead is encountered during the perspective sensor reference view generation. Further details of this technique to avoid false minima and increase minimum convergence times are discussed in the next section.
False Minima Avoidance Through Reference Template Smoothing
The salient characteristic of the model-image feedback approach is that reference images and in our case reference templates are generated at run time from pre-calculated data stored in the databases. We have discussed the terrain analysis required to generate the darkest and lightest points likely to be encountered. This leads to masks shown in figure 10 that have three values. These correspond to 1) dark blobs, 2) light blobs, and 3) everything in between. The in between pixels provide little information. A small change in the location of the reference image will not change the minimum due to motions between such type 3 pixels. Hence are not reliable and act more like step functions. If however we modify the mask to act like a contour map so that the bright pixels act like hills and the dark pixels act like deep valleys then sliding the one image over the other will produce distinct gradients that quickly guide the search to its minimum. Figure 14 shows a contour calculation coded into dark blobs to make them act more like rounded valleys. The image only shows contours within the blobs if we also contour between the blobs then global slopes are introduced and the gradient effect shown in figure 15 applies. Here we see two blobs in a position with one blob on top of a radiometric hill while a second one is between such hills. If no contouring is introduced both blobs could be moved from their positions and no information is added. The left blob on top of the hill could be moved to the left or the right and both directions would show a lower difference count which the one on the right would be on type 3 pixel and no difference would be registered. By adding contouring the upper left pixel would push the blobs toward the minima valley. Essentially the blobs in the contoured reference image mask and the density sliced measured image mask would slide down the difference slope until registration is reached.
CONCLUSION
We have described the model-image feedback algorithm being developed at the Naval Postgraduate school to solve the general image understanding problem. A feature of this algorithm is that reference images required for georegistration and image analysis are generated in real time with sensor environment corrections built in. This allows a closer match between sensor measurements in an open free world environment than could normally be provided with pre calculated reference images.
Corrections that have been explored include the estimation of local vegetation heights, fog and atmospheric lighting corrections, and of specific emphasis in this paper the importance of shadow effects and shadow calculations required to provide closely matched measured and reference images in the perspective of the sensor which allows relatively easy registration by standard image matching techniques. These techniques have been implemented in semiautomated program utilized for UAV mission image exploitation.
Lastly we discussed our automation experiments which takes advantage of the fact that "good" registration tiepoints can be identified and stored into terrain databases and thus made available at run time in the perspective of the sensor view. This greatly reduced the search time for identical features and promises to provide a path toward real time image registration and tracking in open field environments.
